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THE TALBOT DISTRICT AREA PROFILE
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The Talbot District
Reflecting its creation in the era of the Wide Streets Commission and the Gardiner Estate,  
Talbot Street is long, straight and elegant uniting the visual bookends of the 19th century 
campanile at Connolly Station and the Spire on O’Connell Street that face each other, 
half a kilometre apart.  It is an historic street that has maintained a strong heritage in its 
buildings and businesses. 
However, the great qualities of the street and surrounding district appear hidden be-
neath a superficial layer that doesn’t allow it to breathe properly and achieve its potential.

The genesis of this plan comes from the business people of the street, who want to at-
tract people to the area, grow foot fall and retain customers. They recognise the assets of 
this place, and want to see them sustained, enhanced, and built-upon to create a fresh 
perspective of the Talbot
District.
  
Overall Goal
The aim of the project is to provide a practical plan for improvement that the stakehold-
ers and partners such as the Council and Transport Infrastructure providers can work 
with, and support. While this was originally conceived as an analysis of transport access, 
discussions quickly highlighted the need to look at broader issues affecting the street, 
from the environment and physical appearance to its management, use and impressions 
of Talbot Street as a place.

The strategy is based on the assets of the street and its businesses, and repositioning the 
street around ideas to improve its qualities and add greater vitality to the area.  The aim is 
that the final document should reflect the areas’ aspirations, and be used to engage with, 
and generate optimism and new investment for this urban quarter. 

A Plan for change
Like any business plan, we cannot expect to achieve change and development unless we 
articulate an overall objective or vision, supposed by a series of goals and how we might 
achieve this.  This purpose of this plan is to provide a reference point for ideas, projects, 
and programmes that affect the Talbot District.   

Structure
In the first place the analysis of the district should help us understand the characteristics 
and assets, as well as key trends or influences that affect the current perception of the 
area.  This study and mapping help to generate new ideas, and inform stakeholder dis-
cussion.

The plan is intended to produce a series of actions.  This is a list of programmes that 
cover both short term interventions as well as long term investments.  The actions are 
not delivered by a single body in one fell swoop, but multiple groups, authorities and 
infrastructure providers, often working in partnership. 

Dublin Town
This initiative is supported by Dublin Town (Business Improvement District) which has 
a mandate to develop and promote the economic advancement of Dublin City Centre.   
Dublin Town works on behalf of the 2,500 businesses in the central city area to create an 
attractive, welcoming, vibrant and economically successful space in Dublin City Centre. 
The goal is to position Dublin City Centre as the location of choice for retail, leisure and 
business activity. Dublin Town has developed a number of initiatives to create an inviting 
city; ensuring a safe and secure city and have developed a marketing and communica-
tions plan to promote the city centre to Dubliners and visitors alike.

Talbot Street sits at the heart of central Dublin, acting as an 
east-west spine linking the city’s financial district and railway 
terminus to the city’s civic core of O’Connell Street and the retail 
district beyond.  Busy and bustling, it has a tradition as a shop-
ping street for Dubliners, and entry point to the north city and 
straddles major approach roads to the city.  It stitches together 
a diverse inner city district encompassing a mix of uses and ac-
tivities, in a tightly-knit area.  This is the ‘Talbot District’.

Report Structure

This report is laid out as follows:

2. The Talbot District - Area Profile
3.  Transport and Travel
4.  The Talbot District Urban Realm
5. Opportunities in the Talbot District
6. Talbot District Strategy
7. Projects and Initiatives

1 INTRODUCTION
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT AREA PROFILE

This Plan defines Talbot Street within a District, in recognition that it sits in city centre 
area in a complex, open web of streets and is closely interrelated with the surrounding 
activities, businesses and people.   

Figure 2.2 below is a map of Talbot District. The north boundary is made up of Cathal 
Brugha Street and Foley Street. The south boundary is comprised of Abbey Street Lower 
and Memorial Road (Beresford Place).  Finally, the east boundary includes Connolly Sta-
tion, while the west boundary extends to O’ Connell Street.  

The land use map (Figure 2.4) illustrates a huge variety of uses, building types and activ-
ities north and south of the street.
  
The district comprises a retail core along the Talbot Street spine.  The units retains tra-
ditional store formats with small plots and street facades, and many independent busi-
nesses which have maintained a link with the street over generations. However, there is a 
notable concentration of low-value outlets. This is in marked contrast with the large retail 
floor plates on Henry Street.

There are strong residential populations in the street blocks near to the area such as 
north to Sean MacDermott Street.  The population of Mountjoy A Electoral Division (ED) 
grew 42% to 5,326 between 2006 and 2011, and west of Gardiner Street the North City 
ED grew 38% to 5,345 (in 1991 the figure was only 819).  There are important national 
institutions such as the Department of Education complex and Pro Cathedral on Marl-
borough Street.
  
The Irish Life centre occupies a large portion of the district between Abbey Street Lower 
and Talbot Street comprising a complex of blocks, including offices, retail and some res-
idential elements. The Irish Life centre is a major, and growing employment hub for the 
area and there is huge potential to better integrate the Talbot Mall and its other retail 
spaces with the overall area.
  
The eastern edge of the area is marked by major transport hub of Connolly Rail Station 
and Busaras bus terminal.  There are also Luas stops at Lower Abbey Street, Store Street 
and Connolly.   In many ways this area is a focus of activity, linkage and movement.  Along 
with the Dublin Bus services with on-street stops, public transport is hugely important in 
bringing customers and visitors to the district. However, there is also scope for the pub-
lic transport infrastructure to further benefit the retail and hospitality trade within the 
district.  The entire eastern boundary of Amiens Street does not include a single active 
service or shop unit. 

The Custom House is a magnificent architectural statement that engages with river front, 
but has very little connection with surrounding streets to the north segregated by the
Beresford Place/Memorial Road rotary and loop-line railway bridge (see Figure 2.5)

Figure 2.1
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CREATION OF A DISTRICT2.1

Figure 2.2
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TALBOT DISTRICT - EXISTING 
LAND USE

2.2

Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.4
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Talbot Street District - Historical Context

“The decision to create Talbot Street c.1822, pushing east from Earl Street to the 
North Strand and out along the new coast road to the Howth packet station, rein-
forced this sense of the GPO as the new hub. No south-side avenuue could rival the 
theatrical ipact for a visitor arrriving into Sackville Street”

   [Dublin The Making of a Capital City, David Dickson]

Malton, James, d. 1803, engraver. London : Published July 1792 by Jas. 
Malton and G. Cowen, Dublin, [between ca. 1803 and 1820]

View looking towards O’Connell Street on 
Talbot Street [c. 1904]

Dublin and Drogheda Railway terminus, Amiens Street, from ‘Hand 
book to the Dublin and Drogheda Railway’ (Dublin 1844)  [Not con-
structed at time of map publication]

1 2 3

3

2

1

TALBOT DISTRICT - HISTORIC CONTEXT2.3

Figure 2.5
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3 TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL 
Talbot District is located in a highly accessible location in the north city centre. Connolly 
station brings in national and commuter railway services, the Luas currently has 3 stops 
in the area at Abbey Street, Store Street and Connolly which is soon to be augmented 
with the Luas Cross City line on Marlborough Street and O’Connell Street. National bus 
services use the Busaras Terminus, and Dublin Bus plays a significant role in deliver-
ing customers and commuters to on-street bus stops and termini. These locations are 
mapped in detail on the following pages.

Gardiner Street and Amiens Street are the major access points to the north city centre, 
and intersect with Talbot Street and provide the first impression of the District.  Car parks 
are located in the Irish Life Centre (Park Rite 340 spaces) and at Q Park at Marlborough/ 
Cathal Brugha Street (612 Spaces).  The Gresham Hotel also has a car park on Thomas 
Lane.

Talbot Street is 550 meters in length and has a one way traffic flow moving east to west. 
Historic pictures reflect how greatly the layout of the street has changed in modern times. 
The road space is largely taken up by loading bays, bus stops and car parking spaces.   
The general ensemble yields an overall confused and uncomfortable layout, that doesn’t 
serve anyone particularly well.  While it is important that small retail units are efficiently 
serviced, loading bays occupied by vans all day do not serve customers or trade.

Talbot Street has a strong pedestrian flow. However, it is surprising to find how much 
lower it is than Mary Street or Moore Street for example, on the other side of O’Connoll 
Street.  This perhaps reflects how the narrow footpaths concentrate and exaggerate the 
flow of pedestrians.  It is also notable how quiet the side streets are, and underutilised.  
Pedestrians tend to be fast moving, going from point A to B, rather than strolling and 
window-shopping.   The major junctions (i.e. Gardiner Street and Amiens Street) are un-
friendly for pedestrians.  It is clear that interventions that make pedestrian use of the 
street more accommodating, slower and comfortable will have a positive impact on cus-
tomers, visitors and business.

This chapter will examine the existing Transport and Travel patterns within 
the Talbot District in terms of:

3.1 - Public Transport Provision
3.2 - Footfall
3.3 - Servicing
3.4 - Access by Car



THE TALBOT DISTRICT

The Talbot Street Quarter is well served by numerous public transport provisions and 
can be considered a major transport hub of Dublin City. Several of the current and 
future public transport provisions include bus, light and heavy rail. Dublin Bus op-
erates 11 buses on Talbot Street and the Luas stops at Abbey Street, Busáras and 
Connolly Station are all in close proximity. Talbot Street is adjacent Dublin’s central 
bus station Busáras and Ireland’s busiest train station in Connolly Station with 13,477 
boarding’s and 14,128 alighting’s a day (2012). Future planned transport provisions in 
the area include Luas Cross-City stops at Marlborough Street and O’Connell Street 
and Swiftway BRT stops proposed for O’Connell Street and Marlborough Street.

TALBOT STREET - EXISTING TRANSPORT PROVISION3.1

THE TALBOT DISTRICT, A MAJOR TRANS-
PORT HUB OF DUBLIN, IS SERVICED BY 
BUS, LUAS AND DART SERVICES
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TALBOT STREET BUS STOPBUSARAS LUAS STOPCONNOLLY LUAS STOP
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It is important to understand why there is such a disparity in footfall between the two 
streets. Mary Street has a greater sense of shared space when entering from Henry Street, 
whereas this is not the case when entering Talbot Street from Earl Street North as the 
Marlborough Street junction acts as a barrier. Mary Street has wider footpaths and less 
street furniture/clutter blocking movement. The initial pedestrianised zone of Mary 
Street also acts as an accessible opening to the street inviting pedestrians in.

TALBOT STREET FOOTFALL3.2
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Source: DublinTown Pedestrian Footfall Index

Pedestrian footfall numbers provided by 
DublinTown demonstrate many surprising 
facts on the number of pedestrians who 
walk through Talbot Street compared to 
surrounding streets. For an example there 
are over twice as many pedestrians enter-
ing/exiting Mary Street than Talbot Street, 
despite both being secondary streets just 
off O’ Connell Street. This is even more sur-
prising as Talbot Street is adjacent many 
large potential  trip generators such as; 
Connolly station, the IFSC, Busáras and O’ 
Connell Street.

TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL

4th March 2014 
(between 13:00 and 
14:00)

It is clear that there are several key issues which are preventing pedestrians 
entering Talbot Street which need to be addressed. The key issues include:

1. Highly trafficked junctions along Talbot Street act as “barriers to entry”.
2. No direct linkage to IFSC and Connolly Station.
3. Poor permeability & unattractive street scape. 
4. Cluttered streets & visually obtrusive Bridge.
5. Legibility of entrance to Irish Life building and Abbey Street via Talbot      
 Mall.

MARY STREET TALBOT STREET
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT

In its current state Talbot Street has a weak and disordered profile. The prolifer-
ation of bus stops and all-day loading bays add unwanted clutter to the street, 
which restricts easy pedestrian flow through the street. The larger vans, HGVs 
and Buses are a deterrent for pedestrians and cyclists. The Zig-Zag layout of 
bays leaves little room for attractive public space and leaves the pedestrian en-
vironment uncertain, ungracious and disconcerting.

The street clutter blocks visual links and views of O’ Connell Street/The Spire 
and surround shops up to Connolly Station. Furthermore Dublin Bus and other 
private buses utilise east Talbot Street as a bus terminus. It is clear that a reloca-
tion of Dublin Bus stops to one/two central locations is needed and a rational-
isation of loading bays is required, restricting loading to early morning hours, 
and allowing the space to be freed-up for other uses such as seating areas, etc.

LOADING BAY
BUS STOP
CAR PARKING
DUBLIN BIKES

TALBOT STREET - SERVICING3.3

TRANSPRT AND TRAVEL
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LOADING BAY
BUS STOP
CAR PARKING
DUBLIN BIKES

ALL-DAY LOADING BAYS ON TALBOT STREET BUS PARKING UNDER RAILWAY IS ACTING AS A DETERRENT TO PEDESTRIANS LOADING BAYS ARE PREVALENT ALONG THE LENGTH OF TALBOT STREET
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT TANSPORT AND TRAVEL

The NTAs shopper travel survey indicated that 19% of shoppers travel to the city 
via car to shop. The car was also the highest average spend by mode of transport 
per shopper. Additional car parking spaces on Talbot Street itself would take away 
from the public realm and be unappealing for pedestrians. Therefore, it is import-
ant to fully utilise the nearest car parks to Talbot Street, the Irish Life car park which 
is accessible just off Abbey Street Lower, and Clery’s car park which is accessible via 
Cathal Brugha Street.

The main issue facing shoppers/commuters on the way to the city centre by car is 
“Where do I park?” and “How do I get there?”. A solid strategy needs to be put in 
place in order to inform commuters/shoppers of the car parking available around 
Talbot Street. The map to the right shows the location of current car parking sig-
nage and which direction they point. The map also illustrates a number of missed 
opportunities for potential locations for car parking signage.

The car parking signage also needs to be more specific indicating exactly which 
car park the driver is heading too. At present the number of car parking signs are 
not adequate and in some cases have been knocked around to point the wrong 
way. It is important to provide quality signage at all current and potential locations. 
An opportunity exists at the Irish Life Centre car park. At present, the entrance is 
secluded from view on Abbey Street. The car park would benefit from additional 
quality signage at various points on the approach to the car park. 

The car park locations and journey route planners should be available online and 
on smart phone apps. Similar ideas can be found in the “Visit Bath” phone app and 
website which provides up to date information on car parks and route planning 
features. Variable message car parking signs can be utilised to provide real time 
information to commuters on route to the city centre and should be strategical-
ly located on the north side.  Additionally at both Irish Life and Clery’s car parks, 
way finding information should be provided directing commuters towards Talbot 
Street.      

Left. Example of 
poor car park sig-
nage which is hid-
den away and diffi-
cult to register. 

Left. Example of ade-
quate signage which 
is clearly labelled and 
visible.

Left. Clery’s car park 
has far more and 
bigger signage at its 
entrance, while Irish 
life car park signage 
is hidden away and 
substandard at the 
entrance.

Right. Example of 
variable message car 
parking signage on 
Leeson Street.

3.4 ACCESS BY CAR



4 THE TALBOT DISTRICT PUBLIC REALM
How people arrive and interact with Talbot Street fundamentally affects the street itself.  
How do you arrive, by car, foot, bike bus or train?  What are your first impressions, what 
would make you amble about or take a detour from a planned route?  

The built fabric of Talbot Street remains remarkably intact.  There are many 19th Century 
buildings which have been well maintained, and are still actively used.  There is very little 
dereliction or legacies of unfished buildings.   It maintains a fine visual vista down to the 
Spire on O’Connell Street.  

The quality of Talbot Street can be easily improved by upgrading and unifying signage, 
shoop fronts and colour palettes.
  
Side streets such as Talbot Place, Store Street or Frenchman’s Lane have huge potential 
for services such as cafes, pubs and restaurants; quieter streets with little traffic and space 
for street activity.
 
The junctions to the main arterial streets, and the most high profile locations in the north 
inner city, need to send out a positive message that mark the value of the street as a 
place to visit, and the kind of experience the place has to offer.  Talbot Street has since its 
inception been the link between the docks and the city centre. However, the original link 
between the railway terminus and the street has been lost (with new entrance and Luas 
works) and the pedestrian route to Talbot from the station feels more like a back-exit.  
Similarly, the pedestrian environment at George’s Dock and Amiens Street is unappeal-
ing and dominated by light rail and traffic.  To get people and customers to experience 
Talbot Street we need to improve the feeling safety and accessibility. 

On Talbot Street, there is an opportunity for every street corner to become a landmark, 
every railway bridge to become an entrance gateway, every dark under-bridge a bright-
ly-lit ceiling and every alley to become a street venue.

Perceptions of place are hugely important in whether people visit a district and affect 
their experience when they get there.  It is clear that many issues in Talbot Street are su-
perficial in nature, and longer-term problems can be resolved in partnership with public 
and private institutions. 

Dublin Town can have a significant positive influence as a business representative com-
pany who proactively addresses street-level governance in partnership with the local au-
thority, transport providers and private landlords.
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The Gardiner Street junction in c.1904 and present day The Railway Bridge on Talbot Street, c.1970 and present day.
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TALBOT STREET ENTRANCE POINTS 4.1
The future of Talbot Street, the central spine of the district, is dependent on quality pedes-
trian connections with surrounding transport hubs and residential and employment areas. 
Key points of entry to the Talbot Street include arrival points at Marlborough Street, Gar-
diner Street Lower, Connolly Station, O’Connell Street and Amiens Street. However, these 
arterial streets and junctions also break up Talbot Street restricting movement, and in effect 
act as a barrier to the pedestrian. This barrier effect of arterial routes has created a number 
of issues:

•	 Vehicles take priority at junctions over pedestrians;
•	 Side roads have weak street frontage and do not add to Talbot Street;
•	 Several access lanes/roads have the perception of being dark/dangerous/undesirable 

and deter people away from Talbot Street.

However, the existing road and street network can be used as a potential gateway, inviting 
pedestrians in. The interconnecting road network has great potential as it provides access 
to many large employment and transport hubs with potential for increase in footfall on 
Talbot Street. The quality of existing buildings on Marlborough Street, Gardiner Street and 
Amiens Street junctions provide strong landmark corners inviting pedestrians inwards. It is 
clear that pedestrian junction upgrades at Marlborough Street, Gardiner Street and Amiens 
Street would encourage people to use Talbot Street as an east to west link.  Further to this, 
the relatively narrow width of Talbot Street will allow side streets to become potential com-
fort zones. The upgrades would also draw in pedestrians from the north and south.
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North Earl St
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1. Marlborough Street: Unappealing for pedestrians with no 
sense of place. Acts as a barrier to Earl St. North. 

TALBOT 
DISTRICT 
EAST TO WEST 
CONNECTION

1 2 3 4

1
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3

4

2. Gardiner Street: Breaks up street Talbot Street, with no 
through flow, pedestrians are an after-thought.  

3. Amiens Street (South): Large and unappealing, prevents 
effective east-west pedestrian movement.

4. Amiens Street (North): Poor crossing facilities towards 
Talbot Street for pedestrians 
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Amiens Street/Talbot Street Junction

The southern end of Amiens Street is the focal point of several transport networks mak-
ing it the biggest Transport hub in the city. The location connects Connolly Train/DART 
Station, Luas Red line, Busáras and Dublin Bus stops. Unfortunately the junction acts as a 
barrier discouraging people from Connolly Station and the IFSC from crossing over into 
Talbot Street. The current layout is not pedestrian friendly and prevents effective east-
west pedestrian movement. Presently the junction prioritises vehicular movements first, 
which acts as a deterrent, restricting pedestrian movement from the IFSC and Connolly 
Station. In its current format it is also difficult for commuters to interchange between the 
various transport modes.

It is evident that in order to further connect Talbot Street with the rest of the city, a re-
development of this focal point is needed. Similar problems exist at Marlborough Street, 
Gardiner Street and north Amiens Street junctions. A proposal from the Dublin City Cen-
tre Transport Study suggested “the removal of the Connolly Luas Stop, potentially trans-
forming the space into a Commuter Bus terminus” also it was suggested linking Connolly 
Station to Busáras via a walkway.

AMIENS STREET PUBLIC TRANSPORT HUB - BARRIER EFFECT4.2

1. Lack of Signage 
highlighting access to 
O’Connell Street via 
Talbot Street

3. Uninviting and 
relatively “unknown” 
route to Talbot Street 
entrance/exit.

2. Discrete entrance 
to Connolly Station 
facing Talbot Street

The current layout of Connolly Station directs passengers away from Talbot Street. 
The station is poorly signed, preventing a through-way to Talbot Street from Con-
nolly Station. Due to the poor Amiens Street junction design and footpath barrier, 
passengers are directed to go south on Amiens Street, away from Talbot Street.

4. Pedestrian barrier to 
Talbot Street

5. Discrete entrance to Connolly Sta-
tion facing Talbot Street

Connolly
 Statio

n

Talbot St

Busaras

Customs House

Eileen Mcloughlin Park

AMIENS STREET/TALBOT STREET JUNCTION CONNOLLY STATION INTERNAL LAYOUT

1

2

345

JOURNEY THROUGH CONNOLLY

VIEW SOUTH EAST 
TOWARDS THE IFSC

VIEW NORTH WEST  
TOWARDS CONNOLLY 
STATION



The orientation of the original Connolly Station entrance enforces Talbot Street as the 
most appropriate pedestrian route towards the O’Connell Street area. Figure 4.1. sug-
gests the extent to which the existing urban form permits the movement of pedestrians 
from both Connolly Station and IFSC in a western direction. 

•	 Pedestrians coming from the Dockland’s direction have a number of options on sec-
ondary streets including Store Street, Talbot Place and Frenchman’s Lane. However, 
pedestrians are deterred from using these secondary streets, due to a lack of quality 
street design, wayfinding and the barrier effect of the arterial routes. Store Street in 
particular has narrow and uneven footpaths, cluttered with cars restricting potential 
pedestrian usage from Busáras.

•	 Towards the western end of Talbot Street, the Irish Life Building, represents an op-
portunity for greater connection between Talbot Street and Abbey Street. An up-
grade of shop frontage and signage may encourage greater movement between the 
Talbot Street and Abbey Street entrances.

•	 It is also important to encourage pedestrians and shoppers to discover the greater 
district area. The example of Eileen Mcloughlin Park accessed from Joyce’s Walk is a 
missed opportunity due to a lack of wayfinding or signage.

Connolly Luas Stop 
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from IFSC and 
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Eileen Mcloughlin Park

BARRIERS TO PEDESTRIAN PERMEABILITY4.3

Eileen McLoughlin Park, represents an example of the need for greater 
wayfinding and signage within the Talbot District  

Entrance to Talbot District from IFSC - Poor pedestrian permeability 
 

The existing layout of Store Street’s public space needs to re-evaluated to 
encourage pedestrians to use it  as a route to Talbot Street.  

The Talbot Mall - Opportunity to improve street frontage and  signage   

Figure 4.1
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT PUBLIC REALM

4.4 TALBOT DISTRICT STREETSCAPE

Opportunities

An appealing shop front for Talbot Street would support the overall attractiveness of the street which in turn will draw customers, in-
crease footfall and enhance the public realm. A better quality public realm will promote civic confidence and can attract stakeholder 
investment, thus creating jobs. Talbot Street must create an environment which encourages walking and cycling, linked with easier 
access and a greater activity. Talbot Street will have to minimise the amount of car parking, bus stops and loading bays, thus creating 
more space and a better pedestrian flow.

A Disjointed Street

Throughout Talbot Street the streetscape is very disjointed, with no coherent pattern or structure. In large parts of Talbot Street 
footpaths are very narrow and filled with clutter. Additionally the zig-zag pattern of loading and bus bays is illogical and inter-
rupts the visual sight lines.

Shop Frontage

All through Talbot Street there is no structure or cohesiveness to the existing street or shop frontage. The existing signage on 
much of Talbot Street is brightly coloured and garish, which is unappealing to pedestrians. The Georgian architecture is dominat-
ed by signage denying ability to appreciate surroundings.

MARLBOROUGH JUNCTION

STREET CLUTTER FACING CONNOLLY 
STATION

UNEVEN ROAD SURFACE

COHESIVE SHOP FRONTAGE ON 
STORE STREET

GARDINER STREET JUNCTION  
- GEORGIAN FACADE INTACT

POOR SHOP FRONTAGE ON 
GARDINER STREET JUNCTION

STREET DOMINATED BY CLUTTER - 
ATTENTION TAKEN AWAY FROM SHOP 
FRONTAGE

POOR QUALITY SHOP FRONTAGE
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT OPPORTUNITIES

MARLBOROUGH STREET GARDINER STREET AMIENS STREET

PRIORITISING PEDESTRIANS
If larger, raised junction platforms are introduced, this would give a greater sense of place, reprioritising pedestrians and creating a welcoming 
“gateway” to the Talbot District. The footpath, kerb line and vehicular carriageway can all be at the same level, whilst pedestrian and vehicular 
space will continue to be clearly defined. Similar examples of same level curb lines can be found on parts of O’ Connell Street in the vicinity of The 
Spire. Kensington High Street (London) is also a good example of where same level kerb lines have been utilised to give pedestrians a greater 
sense of place. The intensity of pedestrian activity encourages a low design speed. Individual measures can be introduced at each junction, like 
removing the railings in front of Connolly Station creating a permeable link to Talbot Street.

KENSINGTON HIGH STREET

SHARED ROAD SURFACE

O’CONNELL STREET

5 OPPPORTUNITIES IN 
THE TALBOT DISTRICT

5.1

•	 Example on O Connell Street where the footpath, kerb line 
and vehicular carriageway are at the same level, which is 
used to reinforce lower design speeds. Whilst pedestri-
an and vehicular space are still clearly defined, a greater 
sense of shared space is still created.

•	 O’Connell Street, Dublin. The high place status, intensity 
of activity and low design speed (30 Km/h) is highlight-
ed by high quality and robust materials, such as granite 
paving.

•	



X INTRODUCTION

3.3A number of arterial routes connecting Talbot Street need attention. They allow easy 
access from Transport Hubs, employment developments and other retail streets di-
rectly to Talbot Street. An improved access to Talbot Street will equate to more foot-
fall. The pedestrian junction upgrades mentioned in section 4.3 partially deal with 
the issue but more is needed as increasing access to Talbot Street and improving 
pedestrian flow on side streets essential for a rich vibrant street.

Improvements In Talbot Mall
One of the most important arterial routes to Talbot Street is in fact Talbot Mall. The 
Mall connects Talbot Street to the Irish Life Centre and Abbey Street. It is clear that 
design interventions to the Talbot Mall could have a positive impact on pedestri-
an footfall and utilisation of under-used space.  Measures could include improved 
permeability through the complex for members of the public, allowing access to 
pocket parks and green spaces, and improved signage and way-finding

Barbican Centre London
The Barbican Centre, London, a performing arts centre designed in Brutalist style, 
is an example of a large floor plate with complex multi-levels, similar to that of the 
Irish Life Centre. In 2005-2006, the centre underwent significant refurbishment, 
which improved circulation and introduced bold signage in a style in keeping 
with the centre’s original 1970s Brutalist architecture. The scheme has added new 
internal linkages and improved entrances for pedestrians previously dominated 
by access for vehicles.  This scheme provides an example where a large floorspace 
may still provide high levels of pedestrian movement.

BARBICAN CENTRE LONDON

THE TALBOT MALL WEST STREET, DROGHEDA URBAN RENEWAL

5.2

West Street, Drogheda, Co. Louth
West Street, Drogheda was a narrow street that was converted from a two way 
system to a one way system to facilitate a series of improvements within the town 
centre. The improvements calmed traffic, expanded the pedestrian domain and 
strengthened the sense of place. The well placed street furniture has a functional 
role that also provides a major contribution to the streetscape and value of place. 
In order to achieve similar results Talbot Street is in need of an updated urban 
design: Urban design is about making connections between people and places, 
movement and urban form, nature and the built fabric.

IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN 
MOVEMENT



THE TALBOT DISTRICTTHE TALBOT DISTRICT

Fade Street Dublin
Prior to refurbishment of Fade Street, the quality of the public realm was poor 
and the street was negatively impacted by parking, deliveries and taxis at cer-
tain times. Today, Fade Street offers a far more attractive and a greater sense of 
place, through an upgrade of the public realm. Pedestrians come first in Fade 
Street. A similar design to Talbot Street and its secondary streets such as Store 
Street would encourage a greater footfall between the Busáras/IFSC area and 
Talbot Street.

AFTER

BEFORE

PUBLIC REALM 

Leyton High Road, London
Leyton Road, located approximatley 1km from the London Olympic Park pro-
vides an example of refurbishment of shopfront premises without major re-
development. Existing shopfronts underwent a makeover prior to the London 
Olympics in 2012 funded by a government and Council grant of £475,000. A 
similar scheme put in place for Talbot Street and its secondary streets could 
transform the district, making it more inviting for potential customers without 
requiring major redevelopment of the area.

5.3
UPGRADE

FADE STREET DUBLIN

CASTLEBAR REGENERATION

TALBOT STREET, c.1904

Castlebar Regeneration
The Castlebar Regeneration provides an example that has significantly improved 
the place value of the town centre and created a sense of shared space with ‘a safe 
pedestrian environment along with suppressed vehicle dominance.  Less aggres-
sive features, such as junction offsets raised tables and changes to kerb lines, can be 
used strategically as supplementary measures which calm traffic and assist pedes-
trian movement by allowing them to cross at grade.

Talbot Street Public Realm Upgrade
The image above depicts Talbot Street of the early 20th century with attractive shop 
fronts and a wide vista towards O’Connell Street. The examples of upgrades in the 
public realm provided in this section illustrate projects that have been successfully 
implemented in Ireland and UK which may be suitable for recapturing the Talbot 
District’s former elegance.
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The Dart Railway track is a prominent feature within the Talbot District, cross-
ing Talbot Street, Amiens Street, Gardiner Street Lower, Beresford Place and 
Frenchman’s Lane. The perception of the railway bridge is generally that they 
are visually unappealing, poorly lit and allow for anti-social behaviour within the 
vicinity. However, it is important that these bridges are recognised within their 
historical context, as elegant examples of Victorian architecture which form  dra-
matic  landmarks and are a significant component of the city’s civil engineering 
and transport heritage. The bridges built c.1890, form the Loopline Railway link-
ing Connolly Station on the north side of the river to Westland Row on the south. 
It is important that any future plan for the district takes account of the industrial 
heritage and recognises them as an addition to the streetscape.

1. This portion of the bridge, carrying the railway over Gardiner Street Lower, 
with its series of stone and brick arches provides an industrial focal point 
on the streetscape. The re-use of the arches as a restaurant or café would 
contribute towards reviving the district.

2. This portion of the bridge, carrying the railway over Talbot Street, provides 
an interesting focal point on the streetscape, its bow-string profile and cast 
iron fluted piers also provide industrial interest on the streetscape

LOOP LINE RAILWAY - LIFE UNDER THE TRACKS
4.6

THE TALBOT DISTRICT

THE OLD HARCOURT STREET TRAIN STATION

GARDINER STREET RAIL CROSSING

TALBOT STREET RAIL CROSSING

1

2

1

2

5.4

AFTERBEFORE

STORE STREET RAILWAY PROPOSAL 2012
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CONNOLLY STATION SIGNAGE OPPPORTUNITY

A specific directional signage and way-finding strategy is needed to direct commuters towards Talbot Street and O’ Connell Street. Currently commuters are being forced south down 
to Abbey Street/The Quays away from Talbot Street. Many Connolly Station passengers are unaware of the side entrance linking directly to Talbot Street. Strategically located signage 
around the station is the first step in getting commuters out towards Talbot Street. Similar proposals can also be introduced around the IFSC.

EXAMPLE: DUBLIN WAYFINDING SIGNAGE

At present there is an extensive way finding signage scheme in place in Dublin City Cen-
tre. Fingerpost signs and accompanying map panels guide pedestrians to key destina-
tions throughout the city. A similar approach detailed specifically on Talbot Street could 
be utilised in Connolly Station and the IFSC.

Examples of pedestrian wayfinding panel and signage in Dublin City Centre

CONNECTING TALBOT STREET TO CONNOLLY STATION AND IFSC5.4

SAMPLE DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE LOCATIONS

“O’CONNELL STREET VIA TALBOT STREET
(SHOPPING, FOOD & ENTERTAINMENT”
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THE TALBOT DISTRICT STRATEGY

The overall aim of the Plan for Talbot District is to achieve a ‘repositioning’ of the area 
through a series of initiatives and projects.  Through the implementation of this plan it 
is believed that a transformation of Talbot Street and its district can happen in the next 
3 to 5 years.   

The strategy is based on the assets of the street and its businesses, and repositioning the 
street around ideas to improve its qualities and add greater vitality to the area. The plan 
will be successful if more people are attracted to visit the area, footfall grows, and cus-
tomers enjoy the experience of being in the area, which in turn attracts new businesses, 
entrepreneurs and investment.

Identity
‘Place-Branding’ is recognised as an essential element of area renewal strategies for BIDs 
and town centre partnerships. It offers a fresh perspective of what the Talbot District is, 
built around the aspirations for the area. Talbot District has a very strong identity that is 
not often recognised or articulated.  It is a classic ‘shoulder district’.  It is located in the city 
centre, is very accessible, and is located just off the primary shopping district of Henry 
Street, and the Civic Spine of O’Connell Street.  Talbot District is just beside the Financial 
District and the city’s major transport hub.  It is also an inner city neighbourhood with a 
growing population, schools and local services. The plan seeks to recognise Talbot Dis-
trict’s sense of place, and that it is an important part of the jig-saw in the city centre. 
Initiatives such as events, marketing, signage and branding will seek to support this aim.

Retail diversity and value
The modern high street has changed greatly in its function and role in recent years.  Plac-
es such as Talbot District fulfil particular niches within a city hierarchy.  A ‘shoulder district’ 
needs to diversify its retail and services offer and seek to raise its value and standing 

TALBOT DISTRICT STRATEGY6
in the city, through new types of anchor stores.  This is more likely to refer to ‘lifestyle’ 
centres, which collectively raise the profile, activity and attractiveness of the offer. Talbot 
District already has anchors such as Le Bon Crubeen Restaurant and Guineys (when refur-
bished). New potential anchors could be identified and attracted to the district. These are 
likely to be lifestyle anchors such as a deli, or cafe or studios that reflect a broader vision 
for where the district is going. Like shopping malls, anchors should locate at the main 
entrance points, or at the heart of the area.

Environment and Aesthetics
A unified approach to signage, building colours, street furniture and awnings would pro-
duce a much more comfortable environment and give the district a high quality feel for 
relatively little investment. The Council does not control private property, so it is up to the 
businesses of the district to development and sign-up to a simple code or catalogue of 
materials, colours and textures which brings consistency and unity to their investments. 
We would like the Council to provide an incentive scheme for signage improvement.

Streets are controlled by regulations and by-laws.  Parking and loading-bay patterns can 
be improved quickly and cheaply.  Licencing for outdoor seating on side-streets, and 
car-free periods (temporary pedestrianisation) should be rolled out, to tip the balance of 
street use in favour of customers and visitors. All day loading bays could be designated 
to early hours deliveries only, with the space than freed-up for other uses such as seating, 
display areas, etc.

Access 
Talbot District is highly accessible by public transport and private car.  It is vitally import-
ant that access is not only sustained, but improves and grows. It should be clear to all 
those who use bus, train, Luas and car parks that they are in or close to the District, and 

made aware of the amenities, attractions and services on offer. We also have to make 
Talbot District easier to get to and easier to get around.  There are strong pedestrian 
desire-lines at are not being accommodated or designed into the surrounding streets.  
Improvement of crossing points from Connolly Station and the IFSC across Amiens Street 
are crucial initiatives that require capital works and investment by the Council. 

Safe and Secure
We know that Talbot District is a safe place to visit, shop or do business.  It is improving all 
the time.  However, we must address counter negative perceptions of the area.  Working 
with important stakeholders such as the Gardai, we want to share that message, and 
translate it into something tangible.  Talbot District is a living area, with schools, commu-
nity and tradition. This is a great asset to celebrate and build upon.

Governance and Partnership
The preparation of the Talbot District plan is a process as much as a final product. It has 
already brought business together to plan for the future collectively, and it has become 
a vehicle for engaging with infrastructure providers, key stakeholders and public bodies. 
Dublin Town has a strong mandate to engage and work with public and private stake-
holders and agencies on behalf of its members. The BID has a crucial role in Talbot Dis-
trict’s evolution as both an instigator, and facilitator of partnership and economic devel-
opment.  This street level of governance and commitment is crucial to this plan’s success.

Projects and Initiatives
The aim is that the final document should reflect the areas’ aspirations, and to generate 
optimism and new investment for this urban quarter. The strategy is therefore broken 
down into a series of projects – where each represents a step of different magnitude, 
investment and emphasis, on the road to development, improvement and change.

MAILBOX UNDERPASS - BIRMINGHAM WAGAMAMA, SOUTHWARK, LONDONRETAIL IN THE DISTRICT
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TALBOT DISTRICT PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES7
SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

Transport Signage
•	 Improvements to Connolly Station signage.
•	 Removal of phone booths and unnecessary street furniture along Talbot Street.
•	 Introduce a “Way-Finding” strategy to Talbot Street at developments such as 

Busáras, O’ Connell Street, IFSC and Connolly Station.
•	 Rationalisation of Dublin Bus stops and better utilising the space (No parking/ter-

minus).
•	 Review wayfinding routes through the district, utilising side-streets and Irish Life 

centre/ Talbot Mall.

Regulation
•	 Change regulation of street - discourage long-term parking of service vehicles
•	 Introduce temporary pedestrianised zones on side streets

Branding
•	 Identify and promote street anchors (retail, institutions, services).
•	 Strategy to Repair connections - IFSC - Irish Life / Custom House to Abbey Street.
•	 Definition of “Talbot District” utilising the whole district.
•	 Redefine railway bridge as gateway or entrance with local signage.
•	 Bespoke lighting under the railway bridge.

Capital Works
•	 Gardiner Street / Beresford Place - Demolish wall around railway arches bound-

ing roadway.
•	 Introduce commercial units into railway arches.

Governance
•	 Establish area partnership under umbrella of Dublin Town BID in partnership 

with public and private sector agencies, businesses and institutions. 

Retail
•	 Leasing plan - what type of use (or mix of use) best fits the Talbot District envi-

ronment.

Environment /Aesthetics
•	 Design code for shopfronts (i.e. consistent approach to awnings, colour and 

outdoor furniture).

Policy
•	 Seek changes to Planning Policy - Support diversity of high-street (better to have 

value services than low value shops).

MEDIAN TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

Capital Works
•	 Amiens Street pedestrian junction upgrades.
•	 Improvement of Talbot Street Mall entrance on both sides, including better 

signage.
•	 Store Street redevelopment, larger safer footpaths, removal of half of the car 

Branding
•	 Marketing – Improve Brand Identity.
•	 Create measures making the Talbot District safe and secure.

LONG TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

Capital Works
•	 Gardiner Street and Marlborough Street pedestrian junction upgrades.
•	 Relocate and reducing the amount of car parking, bus stops and loading bays.

Environment/Aesthetics
•	 Open up public space to the front of Pro Cathedral and Dept. of Education.
•	 Integrate Irish Life Centre into the area. 
•	 Make the complex much more permeable and allow access to public spaces 

inside. 

CONCEPT PROPOSAL FOR TALBOT BRIDGE 
RUISLIP MANOR RAILWAY 
BRIDGE, HILLINGDON LONDON


